Rose Foundation Grant
To Support Valley Kevah

A Bay Area-based organization that empowers individuals and organizations to build Jewish learning communities is coming to the Valley. Kevah has received a three-year, $150,000 grant from Rose Community Foundation to help support their launch of a network of 30 Jewish learning groups in the greater Denver area.

Kevah — selected three years in a row as one of America’s top innovative Jewish organizations — offers an innovative approach to adult Jewish education. Instead of specific classes offered at a set time and place, individuals get to bring to life a learning group of their own design. With Kevah’s support, each group host brings together 12-18 people from their own social network and chooses a topic, time, and location. Kevah provides an outstanding educator and ongoing administrative support to help each group thrive.

“Rose Community Foundation was an early champion of Kevah’s grassroots approach to organizing and supporting ongoing Jewish learning experiences for adults. This grant will allow us to strengthen and expand our work to Denver and Boulder,” says Kevah’s Founder and Executive Director Sara Bamberger, who has long wanted to bring the DIY model of Jewish learning circles to the place where she grew up. Information: 303-407-1099.